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Primagen and protogen difference

Official Primagen & Protogen Comparison Chart!The wonderful cool.koinu/Malice-risu finally released the official Primagen and Protogen comparison chart! Many Amino users are not aware of the differences. As a moderator of the species I feel that it is important to share this with you all!One of the biggest asked
questions here on Amino and other social media is "What is the difference between Protogen and Primagen?" I hope this guide is handy enough to answer your questions!Hopefully this also becomes clearer on how your Protogen should look (no mechanical ears, no long boxed faces and so on) It's even exciting for us
moderators to see! I never realised how big Primagen were! Protogen are roughly 6ft tall in height. Meaning that Primagen are approximately 7ft-8ft!Key Features of a PrimagenPlease note that Primagen are and will, remain a closed species. Meaning you cannot make your own. They are currently only available through
custom auctions hosted by Malice-risu (Furaffinity)Key Features of a ProtogenCommon and Uncommon Protogen are open and free to make, as long as you follow the guidelines! (In a previous post of mine) - Brief Protogen GuideOther than that, the guide itself is self explanatory. But this should hopefully prevent people
getting in trouble/confused with each species! Please remember, this guide is NOT a base! If you are struggling to draw your Protogen you can find plenty of free to use bases in places like Deviantart or Furaffinity.Other NoticesA website full of species information is currently being worked on, this includes lore and some
other interesting information. As well as this, a PDF document including information on Primagen and Protogen has been released (I can attach this upon request)If you need any help with anything regarding the species, please do not hesitate to comment! I'am here to help!#curatorreview #protogen #primagen Page 2
106 Chibi art of Honey the Protogen made by Aoijinn on Furaffinity! Isn't it cute??I need to commission more artwork of him ehe~ Like 106 Into Furry? Join the community. Get Amino Into Furry? Join the community. Get App More from Seijakuun (りょうま) 04/17/17 More featured posts 5 days ago More featured posts 4
days ago Look up primogenitor, primogènit, or primogeniture in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Primagen and primogen are derived from "primogenitor", a word meaning the first or earliest ancestor. It may also be related to the word "primogeniture". The terms can refer to: In business Primagen Holding BV, a biotech and
pharmaceutical corporation in the Netherlands In fiction Primagen, a primordial alien monster, the primary antagonist and final boss of Turok 2: Seeds of Evil Primogen, the chief, and usually most powerful and eldest, representative of a vampire clan within a domain in Vampire: The Masquerade and Vampire: The
Requiem Primogen Daishirou and Primogen Laenzuo, monsters in EverQuest II Primagen, a fictional species created in the "Furry Fandom" Disambiguation page providing links to topics that could be referred to by the same search term This disambiguation page lists articles associated with the title Primagen.If an
internal link led you here, you may wish to change the link to point directly to the intended article. Retrieved from " Something that is becoming of increasing interest in the community is the use of “closed species”, this short blog post will give you a short idea on what they are, and when the term is appropriate and when it
isn’t. What is a closed species? Simply put, it is a species created by an artist in which only those they design can be defined as that species – a great example is the Primagen (pictured in the feature image) by Malice-risu. These species could potentially be eligible for trademarks, but are often regulated by the artist
issuing DMCA takedowns against other designers or in less extreme cases, by asking the creator of the copied design to either alter or change the design in some way or seek official confirmation they can be a design of that species. How do closed species differ from open species? A closed species can only be
purchased from the person who retains the copyright for the species and its design (i.e. the creator), who are the only individuals who can sell them. The community of owners are tight-knit, often self-regulating the designs in the community. They often contained detailed lore, and the creation of subspecies or hybrids is
frowned upon. Pictured below is an example of the Collector, a closed species by HeavenlyCondemned. Open species, a prime example being the Dutch Angel Dragon, a species by ino89777 (pictured below, art (c) FluffyFloo, Character (c) myself) may still be regulated, and still have unique traits, but the creator is ok
with others making the design. This allows other creators to use the creation to make money. An example of the trait differences between closed and open species, you can refer to the image in my header, where the owner of both a closed and open species has highlighted the traits between the two. Why make a
species closed? The artist has often spent a long time working on their creation and want to try and claw back some compensation for the time they’ve dedicated to perfecting their designs. Along with that, there is a degree of exclusivity that purchasers may be willing to pay a little bit more for the ability to be a part of. As
a species grows, it also offers a chance to be a part of unique subset of a community, providing care and support for their favourite artists! Do they ever become open? Sure, sometimes the species is only closed for a small period of time whilst the creator controls the initial influx of their creation. Once open, they will
perhaps ask for you to follow certain rules, perhaps ensuring your design only exhibits a certain number of traits (see the rules for Dutch Angel Dragons for an idea on design restrictions) or that you seek approval from either them or someone they assign. This allows them to keep a record of numbers of the species and
perhaps even better, allows them to ensure the design meets a basic set of criteria. Why can’t my thing be a closed species? Ok so here’s the thing, a closed species needs to have a set of traits that could make it unique. If you’ve made an animal that sparkles, not a closed species, if you’ve made a hybrid – not a closed
species. By making them unique in terms of lore/design/origin you’re creating something special. Slapping rabbit ears on a bear is just weird. Why do so many people hate the Closed Species concept? Some of the reasons aren’t exclusive to closed species but are most commonly associated with them, such as
regulation / silly rules, clique-like exclusivity or being used as an excuse for the artist/owner of such creatures to be horrible to other artists for other designs. Other people complain that the closed species concept stifles creativity or perhaps more pertinent – some closed species are incredibly expensive – with some
running into the hundreds and thousands per design. How can I make my closed species popular? This is a tricky question to answer since I don’t own a closed species myself, I can only make suggestions, see below: Don’t be a d*ck – don’t encourage people to attack others, don’t overprice your designs, don’t add
dumb rules like “you can never resell this character”. Make the species unique, give it lore and backstory, key design features and other such traits – encourage those who want to be a part of your closed species to contribute! Much like any art or creative pursuit – work hard to get them out there, regularly produce art of
your own characters, advertise them (don’t be pushy about it). Don’t claim ownership of common traits, no a ribbon tail is not a good enough reason to attack an artist with an entirely different design sans that one trait. Accept some people will never be won round, enjoy your species for what you created. In summary,
we’re not all gonna make a successful closed species, and you’re always gonna have detractors – work hard and enjoy what you do have. The cover image for this piece, Primagen and Protogen species (c) Malice-Risu, the Collector Species is a closed species, art (c) HeavenlyCondemned and the Dutch Angel Dragon
(c) ino8977, art (c) FluffyFloo of my own member of the species (Skittles). All images are used with the thanks and approval of their respective creators! View all posts by furryhandbook difference between protogen and primagen. what's the difference between a protogen and an primagen. what is a protogen. is protogen
a closed species. is a protogen an open species
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